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In the month of March, we always have reading goals for students to do at
home.  This year our goal is 70 minutes per week per student broken into
whatever time segments work best for your family.  For kindergarten
students, parents may read to the student for the time period with the
students trying to do a few words on each page, or you can have your
student read simple books to you.  First and second grade students should
do the reading themselves for the most part.  Please keep track of minutes
on the enclosed sheet and turn them in on Monday mornings for the month.
The students will get small rewards each week they do 70 minutes, and the
class will get a reward if the whole group achieves a collective goal of
minutes.

This week’s special days:
Monday - wear a hat day
Wednesday - wear something with words on it
Friday - Camping Day (bring a blanket/sleeping bag and flashlight for
reading time

Spelling Words

Kindergarten:  best, west, pest, nest, next

First grade: wanting, parking, playing, singing, walking, snowing, looking,
thinking, jumping, praying, thanking, washing, calling, because, mother

Second grade: biscuit, sound, task, discover, down, skilled, mountain,
vowel, skyline, telescope, towel, cloud, brisk, scout, Mr., Mrs., Dr.

Bible verse
Psalm 23:4a “Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
death, I will fear no evil, for you are with me”



Subject Updates
Kindergarteners are counting coins in math, mostly focussing on pennies,
nickels, and dimes which reinforce counting by 5’s and 10’s as well as
teach them about money. In language they are reading words with vowel
consonant e and vowel vowel patterns. They also are working on words
ending in o and y such as go and by.

First graders are finishing a unit on adding and subtracting and moving on
to fractions. In phonics they are practicing tricky letter combinations (such
as ea that can make long e, short e, or long a sound). They are also
writing their own sentences.

Second graders are continue to work on adding with regrouping. In
language, they are identifying and using adverbs that answer how or when.

In Bible, we studied about Jonah, then moved into the New Testament to
begin learning about the life of Jesus.


